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Planting Trees
Grace Shih- en Leu 

When asked what he would do if it was his last day to live Martin Luther said he would plant

a tree. Luther was right; there is always a tree to plant and always a time to enjoy planting trees.

Instead of giving a comprehensive list of what I did this year, I think it is best that I describe a

few trees I have planted and the enjoyment I have had planting them.The highlight of my stay in

Taiwan was leading Friday night English bible study. The study began as just an activity to do

because there was no other program scheduled on Fridays. People attended the study for reasons

ranging from learning conversational English to studying the bible. Yet the study planted more

than just English or bible knowledge into the lives of the attendees.

First, “out on the street” the members of the study would never have thought of getting to

know each other, yet it was amazing to watch God create a communication of friendships in the

bible study. As we shared daily applications in the studies we listened, cared, and prayed about

each other's struggles and celebrated each others joys. Rather than just a study group, we became

a fellowship; so much so that after each study we always would go out for desert.

Second, and because half the members were non-Christians, many people had opportunities to

live out their faith at the bible study. For Easter eight members narrated Matthew’s account of the

Passion and afterwards I shared the gospel message. Another time we discussed the meaning of

life and what C.S. Lewis meant when he said “We are far too easily pleased” by the pleasures of

this world. My prayer is that through our discussions and study we all grew closer to Christ.

In the spring we wrote and produced a musical based on out study of Philippians. The musical

was based on how Paul's message of joy is enacted in everyday life. While I wrote the script, oth-

ers edited and translated, and together we even choreographed a few dances. Albeit nine of us had

ever put together a show before; through the community we had built and the hope we had to

share, the production and debut was a great success.

This summer I took two trips which allowed me to reflect on the hand of God. First, with a

food friend, I took a trip around the island of Taiwan. We went by train to some of the mist scenic

spots including Kenting, its southernmost tip with beautiful beaches and Taroko, a mountainous

area with lush green forestry. Even though it was typhoon seasons, it never rained but instead we
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were blessed with beautiful sunshine!

Second, our family took a road trip through Northwest America. We visited over half a dozen

national parks and monuments some of which included the Badlands with its giant jagged slabs

of colored rock, Yellowstone with its abundant wildlife and earth's most active surface, and

Rocky Mountain National Park where I saw the most beautiful sunset.

These trips brought me face to face with some of God’s most spectacular creation and once

again I was reminded of His Almighty power. Although these trips didn't involve actual tree

planting, they refreshed me with God’s energy to plant trees.

The most recent highlight in my life has been attending Dallas Theological Seminary; in

Dallas I am studying towards a Biblical Counseling Master's Degree. Let me give a little window

into my classroom. On the first day of class the very first sentence out of a professor was, "this

class is going to change your life." And for me, his words have proved to be true. The class was

bible study methods and the professor was Dr. Howard Hendricks, one of the most renowned

bible teachers in America. Dr. Hendricks repeatedly told us that his goal was to teach us to think

rather than just accumulate information or obtain a degree. In class I am a sponge soaking in an

overflow of wisdom and enjoying every moment of it. From theology to counseling theories I am

learning many tools for ministry while maturing in my faith.

This semester I was especially challenged by how I can live out my faith. Taking in wisdom

from my professors is like enjoying a bowl of ice cream; still, I can not endlessly savor its flavor

unless I am simultaneously sharing it with others as well. Therefore I am involved in an interna-

tional Chinese fellowship and the Metroplex Ice Hockey league where I have opportunities to

share my studies and plant a few trees in Dallas as well.

Looking back at this year, my life has been excitement and enjoyment combined with hard

work; just like the thrill of someone planting trees. In Taiwan I planted a few seeds and watered a

few trees. On vacation God's creation refreshed and encouraged me to continue planting. And in

Dallas I am learning better techniques of planting and have also found a few places to plant.

However, very important thing that I must never forget is that planting trees are not for the

planter; rather, trees are planted for a purpose. I pray that this year has been filled with purpose

and a goal in my planting: that in all I have done, Christ is glorified and His love is shared to a

few more people. Martin Luther was right; there is always a tree to plant and always a time to

enjoy planting trees. 12.20.2004


